Subject: UN/ECE Regulation 30 passenger car Tyres.
Run Flat System Tyre.

In order to clarify the Run Flat System Tyre definitions, please amend UN/ECE Regulation 30 as follows:

2. Definitions:

- add item 2.3.7. : Run Flat Tyre: Tyre designed to operate in an inflated mode and capable of running at least a specified distance under prescribed conditions in the event that the tyre does not hold air.

- add item 2.3.8. : Run Flat System: "Assembly of functionally dependant components, including a tyre which together provide the specified performance granting 'Extended mobility' to a vehicle thus equipped".

3. Markings:

- add item 3.1.10 : Run Flat Symbol:

Below is an example of how the ISO run-flat system symbol is proposed. (Additional dimensions will be determined later.)